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**Synopsis**

Reprint of the 1938 edition. Special Description Note- This is not a print on demand edition. Care has been taken to enhance and improve the original text whenever possible. Martino Publishing follows the standards of traditional printing and quality is a primary concern. We distinguish ourselves from Print on Demand by our quality controls, paper quality and binding quality. Cloth. Octavo. Bruges, Belgium, St. Catherine Press, 1938. Pp. [ii].359. Kleb's important work remains a standard bibliography in the field of science and medicine. In all about 3000 works are described. The bibliography is arranged by the names of the authors, of which there are about 650. Perhaps most importantly, each book described is cross-referenced with an impressive list of other bibliographies. Each entry is matched against approximately fifty of the standard incunabula references. One of essential references for scientific and medical books printed before 1500. Besterman 3775. Sheehy [1986] EK 38.
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